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Welcome from the Chief Executive
Every year I have written this introduction saying what a great
pleasure it is to introduce the CRA’s flagship event – but never
before have I written it with such a sense of relief, anticipation
and excitement. It’s going to be SO good to see everyone again
after the worst 18 months many of us could possibly imagine – to
showcase how well the sector has done against such adversity, to
celebrate “getting through” – and of course to learn new things and
understand how we have all adapted and changed since the last
conference in 2019.
Although we will have fewer attendees this time due to restrictions,
we still have a packed and exciting programme of events including
our annual awards dinner and our amazing trade exhibition. We
will have an equally great time as usual, and we will I’m sure take
maximum advantage of the opportunities to meet old friends,
make new ones, and just generally be somewhat normal! We will
of course keep you fully posted with developments on any measures that need to be taken during
conference, so you can book with full confidence. Looking forward to seeing you so much – Zoom
isn’t the same!
Robin Osterley, Chief Executive, Charity Retail Association
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Who attends the Charity Retail
Conference?
In 2019, over 320 charity delegates from more than 130 different charities,
with roles including:
• Chief Executive
• Retail Operations Manager
• Business Development Manager
• Regional Manager
• Director of Trading
• Area Manager
• Fundraising and Marketing Manager
• Shop Manager
• Head of Retail

In 2019:

92%

of delegates said that the
conference had helped them to
develop their charity’s retail strategy

94%

of delegates said they would
recommend attending the conference
to a charity retailer

91%

of delegates rated the quality of
the exhibition as good or excellent

There really is something for everyone.

COVID-19 safety measures
We know this year’s Charity Retail Conference will be different. After over a year of disruption,
hurt and suffering caused by COVID-19, the Charity Retail Association is now cautiously
optimistic that, in line with the Government’s roadmap to ease restrictions, the Charity Retail
Conference in September will take place as planned.
We appreciate that some people may be wary of attending larger events so we are working
closely with East Midlands Conference Centre to ensure appropriate safety measures are in
place so that you can decide whether to purchase a ticket for this event.
We will keep you regularly and fully updated at all times with what measures will be needed,
but hopefully these will be light touch if the
Government roadmap is adhered to.
If the event has to be cancelled due to COVID-19
restrictions a full refund will be given. If you register
and prior to the conference you are required to
isolate, we ask you to contact us as soon as possible
so that we can work on alternative attendance
solutions for you.
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Pre-conference social

Sponsored by:

Included with the cost of your delegate ticket is entry to our pre-conference
social. Taking place on Wednesday 8 September from 7pm – 9.30pm, this is a
great way to network with your peers and have discussion over free food and
drink! It’s ideal for anyone travelling to the conference early.
The social is sponsored by East London Textiles who lots of you will know is one of our used
clothing collectors, who aim to provide the charity retail sector with an efficient and transparent
collection service.
Simply book your free place at the social when you make your conference booking. You may wish
to book accommodation on the night of Wednesday 8 September, this will be an additional charge.
See page 18 for details.
East London Textiles or ELT to those that know them, is a company specialising in the recycling of
used clothing, shoes and other household items, offering a service to the charity retail sector by
collecting 95% of all unwanted goods from shops in the Midlands, East Anglia, South Wales and
the South of England including the South West. The links ELT have with Africa, Europe and Asia
helps them to ensure that all unwanted useable goods don’t go to landfill therefore supporting the
environment.

Ten bursary places available for
charities with five shops or fewer
Our bursaries will be available once more and we are hugely grateful to longstanding
Corporate Member, Cybertill, for sponsoring this vital scheme. Our bursaries offer financial
support to smaller retail chains wishing to attend the conference.
Places are open to charities with five shops or fewer, where the individual applying has not
attended the conference before.
The bursary covers half the delegate fees and includes standard en-suite accommodation in
student halls of residence; successful applicants will need to pay £199.50 plus VAT towards
their place. Bursary winners are selected via an application process; one
Sponsored by:
person per charity may apply. Application forms will be emailed to eligible
charities and can be downloaded from our website.

Enhanced catering
Sponsored by East London Textiles, unlimited refreshments are located
around the venue on both days, as well as an enhanced catering package
for lunch times, which is locally sourced where possible.
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Accommodation options
There is a choice of accommodation for 2021, depending on your requirements and budget
(subject to availability). Accommodation is provided at cost:
• Standard accommodation – a single, en-suite room in student halls of residence; this is
included with the cost of your two-day ticket
• Orchard Hotel – single occupancy in a double, en-suite room in the Orchard Hotel, next to
East Midlands Conference Centre; this is an additional £28.50 plus VAT
Anyone wishing to source their own accommodation should book a non-residential ticket.
Alternative accommodation nearby; Holiday Inn Nottingham, Premier Inn Nottingham Castle
Marina, and Travelodge Nottingham Wollaton Park.
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Our sponsors
We are delighted to be working with some fantastic sponsors and exhibitors in 2021.

Headline Sponsors

Charity Retail Awards

Catering

Bursaries

WOW! Factor Awards
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Wednesday
Pre-conference social

Programme
Wednesday 8 September 2021
7pm – 9.30pm

Wednesday Pre-conference social

Atrium

Thursday 9 September 2021
9am

Exhibition opens – refreshments served

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

9am – 11am

Registration

Atrium

11am

Conference opens – welcome address
Emma Peake, Chair and Robin Osterley, Chief Executive,
Charity Retail Association

Conference Theatre

11.15am – 11.45am

Plenary One – How much is that donkey in the window?
Fundraising, the circular economy and active citizens
Dr Danny Sriskandarajah, CEO, Oxfam

Conference Theatre

11.45am – 12.45am

Focus Session A

Various rooms

12.45am – 1.45pm

Lunch in exhibition area

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

1.45pm – 2.45pm

Focus Session B

Various rooms

2.45pm – 3.30pm

Refreshments in exhibition area

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

3.30pm – 4.30pm

Focus Session C

Various rooms

4.30pm – 5pm

Exhibition

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

From 6pm

Coaches will run from EMCC to Colwick Hall from 6pm – 7.30pm

Outside EMCC

6.30pm – 8pm

Drinks reception

Colwick Hall

8pm – 10pm

Awards Dinner followed by presentation of the
Charity Retail Awards

Colwick Hall

10pm – 12.30am

Disco, drinks and socialising, Bar open

Colwick Hall

Coaches will run from Colwick Hall back to EMCC and the various accommodation blocks from 10.30pm – 12.30am*

Friday 10 September 2021
8am

Exhibition opens
WOW! Voting closes at 9.30am

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

9.30am – 10.30am

Focus Session D

Various rooms

10.30am – 11.15am

“Reckon this Charity Shop thing will catch on ?”
Wayne Hemingway MBE, Partner, HemingwayDesign

Conference Theatre

11.15am – 12noon

Refreshments in exhibition area
Announcement of WOW! Factor Award winners at 11.45am

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

12noon – 1pm

Focus Session E: Panel Session

Conference Theatre

1pm – 1.20pm

Plenary Two – Retail, Experience & The Hyperlocal:
Building a shared future for Charity & Luxury
Anne Pitcher, Group MD, Selfridge’s

Conference Theatre

1.20pm – 1.25pm

Final questions

Conference Theatre

1.25pm – 1.30pm

Closing remarks by Emma Peake, Chair,
Charity Retail Association

Conference Theatre

1.30pm – 2.30pm

Conference closes
Networking lunch served

Exhibition Hall and Concourse

*Travel is not included as part of the package but any travel provided by the Charity Retail Association is free of charge.
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Plenary speakers
Dr Dhananjayan (Danny) Sriskandarajah,
Chief Executive, Oxfam GB
Dr Danny Sriskandarajah became Chief Executive of Oxfam GB in January
2019. Previously, he led CIVICUS, the global alliance of civil society
organisations, was Director General of the Royal Commonwealth Society,
Interim Director of the Commonwealth Foundation and held various
posts at the Institute for Public Policy Research.
Danny is passionate about the power of civil society to challenge
injustice, tackle the root causes of poverty, and shape a kinder, radically
better world. He is a big fan of charity shops’ function as community hubs
and recyclers, and the proud owner of several #FoundInOxfam jackets.
Oxfam has a network of around 600 shops across the UK and an online
shop that dispatches tens of thousands of items a week. Oxfam’s annual Second Hand September
campaign encourages people to avoid buying new clothes for a month and celebrates choosing
second-hand fashion as the start of a journey towards more ethical consumption.
Danny is a regular blogger and media commentator, and tweets at @dhnnjyn

Anne Pitcher, Managing Director,
Selfridges Group
Anne Pitcher joined Selfridges & Co in 2004 as Buying and
Merchandising Director, before being promoted to Managing Director in
2011, and then, most recently, to Managing Director of Selfridges Group in
2019.
In her current leadership role at Selfridges Group, Anne is responsible
for driving performance, growth, sustainability and innovation in each of
the Group’s businesses – Holt Renfrew in Canada, Selfridges & Co. in the
UK, de Bijenkorf in the Netherlands, and Brown Thomas and Arnotts in
Ireland. The 26 stores across 4 countries operate over 3 million square
feet and deliver to 130 countries online. The Group welcomes 320 million
visitors to its stores and websites each year.
Anne has overseen a period of unprecedented commercial performance and growth at Selfridges,
with sales reaching a record £1.85 billion in 2019. Anne has since steered the Group through the
challenges of COVID with a combination of restructuring, targeted investment and a focus on
sustainability with the goal of reinventing retail.
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Wayne Hemingway MBE, HemingwayDesign
Wayne was born in 1961 and grew up in Morecambe, a typical British
seaside town. Perhaps not the most appropriate surroundings for one of
Britain’s most acclaimed designers, but then again, being appropriate was
never Wayne’s strong suit.
Wayne’s earliest memories are of his mum and nan dressing him up
as Elvis, a Beatle or Tarzan, then either parading him up and down
Morecambe pier or being held aloft in a wrestling ring by his dad, costume
still intact. (For those that don’t know, Wayne’s dad is Billy Two Rivers,
a Red Indian and the World Heavyweight Champion at the time.) These
early modelling stints went some way towards influencing a childhood full
of style, culture and reinvention – plus a few blue suede shoes.
After spending most of his childhood in Blackburn, a young and multicultural Hemingway left
school with ten O-Levels and four A-Levels. In 1979 he made another inappropriate decision for
a future designer and gained a degree in Geography and Town Planning at University College,
London. Whoops.
But it was his most inappropriate move of all that sealed his fate forever. One bright day in 1981,
Wayne nicked his and childhood sweetheart (now wife) Gerardine’s rent money to buy practice
space for the band he then played in. To recoup the cash, he emptied their wardrobes, which
were full of handmade and vintage clobber, and flogged the contents on Camden Market. It went
outrageously well, and the realisation that money could be made from fashion suddenly dawned.
Alongside Gerardine, Wayne built Red or Dead into a globally-celebrated label and, after 21
consecutive seasons on the catwalk, sold it in a multi-million-pound deal. In 1999, fresh from the sale
of Red or Dead, Wayne and Gerardine embarked on a new adventure: HemingwayDesign. And the
rest, they say, is history.
Other than his BSc degree in Geography and Town Planning (which, surprisingly, have become
very useful!), Wayne spent 6 years as a Design Council Board Trustee and having been with CABE
for a decade since its inception (as Chair of Building For Life), has been a Mayors London Leader
and currently supports the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan as a Design Advocate. He is an advisor
to House of Commons Select Committees on coastal regeneration, got an MBE in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours list of 2006, is a Professor in The Built Environment Department of Northumbria
University, a Doctor of Design at Wolverhampton, Lancaster and Stafford, and an Honorary Fellow
of Blackburn College, the University of Cumbria and Regents University (Just call him Prof, Doc,
Doc, Doc Wayne Hemingway MBE, BSc, MA, Esquire).

Exhibition
The Charity Retail Exhibition is back
and our exhibitors and sponsors
can’t wait to see you. We have fewer
stands this year, to aid a freer flow of
delegates and to give more space to
everyone. Please visit our sponsors
and exhibitors, say hi, and even do
some great deals in an essential
part of what makes this event the
success it has been over the years.
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Key:

Focus sessions
There are four one-hour focus sessions that must be booked in advance. Each
has clear outcomes so you know what to expect. Sessions are categorised by
theme and by who they are most suitable for; this is only a guide and you are
free to book any session, subject to availability.
We have asked the speaker to categorise the style of session they are
delivering as we understand people respond better to different learning
environments. There are three to choose from:
• MASTERCLASS: imparting high level knowledge and expertise
• WORKSHOP: mixture of both practical elements and learning
• DISCUSSION GROUP: facilitated discussion from the audience around a topic.

Large and national
retail chains
Senior managers and
key decision makers
Frontline staff, shop
managers, area
managers
Small retail operations
Hospice content
Suitable for all

Focus Session A: Thursday 9 September, 11.45am – 12.45pm

A2: Brand and marketing
Best practice for working with ‘digital first creators’ to promote charity retail
Emma Slade Edmondson, ESE Consultancy

MASTERCLASS

Join Emma in this masterclass to understand the best practice process for approaching digital creative talent,
and the briefing process and creative collaboration. Find out how you measure for success and develop a
mutually beneficial long-term relationship. Finally, Emma will consider how to create a social media campaign
strategy with some key tips and pointers.
Session outcomes:
• Coming away with an understanding of best practice creative brief process
• Beginners strategy for social media work in an ever-changing environment
• Familiarity with important touch points and areas of action re the consumer landscape and their
intersectionality: i.e. Marketing Sustainability, Inclusivity, Cultural relevance and Social Responsibility etc.

A3: Strategy
Learning from the Pandemic: Building a Vision for Volunteering
Jarina Choudury, National Council for Voluntary Organisations

MASTERCLASS

This session will provide an overview of what NCVO has learned about volunteering patterns and trends and
will focus on where we need to focus our attention for recovery. Using a mix of data and organisational stories,
we will look at what we need to do to enable more and better volunteering experiences, and how we can use
the challenges of the pandemic to inform stronger arguments for better resourcing of volunteering going
forward. This session will be relevant if you are seeking to develop a strategy and want an analysis of what has
been and where it’s pointing to.
Session Outcomes:
• The impacts of the pandemic on volunteering
• How volunteering has broadened its reach
• Examples of how organisations have switched their approach to volunteering in the pandemic
• Join the collaboration on the Vision for Volunteering

A4: Operations
Charity superstores – the future of charity retailing? WORKSHOP
Julie Neeve, Oxfam GB, Hannah Coventry & Lee Corkhill, The Air Ambulance Service
In this informative and engaging workshop, The Air Ambulance and Oxfam talk about their different superstore
concepts and share their journeys to opening their first. You’ll learn about the opportunities this large format
offers and how to approach project planning and opening. They will also be reflecting on the challenges and
pitfalls and sharing what they’ve learnt along the way – so a useful workshop for those thinking about adding a
superstore to their shop portfolio.
Session outcomes:
• Awareness of the opportunities superstore’s present vs a standard shop format
• What to consider in project planning
• Challenges and pitfalls – key things to be aware of before you embark on your superstore journey
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A5: People management
Developing your team WORKSHOP
Jayne Cartwright, The Charity Retail Consultancy
Understand why staff development is crucial to the success of your team to help individuals grow and for them
to reach their potential for your charity. We will demonstrate the planning processes you can adopt to create
continuing professional development opportunities for your teams, so that you retain great colleagues and
develop plans for their succession.
Session outcomes:
• Understanding the reasons why staff development is important
• How to identify and deliver staff development need
• Understanding the different forms staff development can take

A6: Ecommerce
Selling direct from our shops online and Collect in store operations
Andy Ostcliffe, British Heart Foundation

MASTERCLASS

The British Heart Foundation have embarked on an ambitious roll out of 450 shops who can find product,
identify value, list on eBay and fulfil their orders directly from the shop. This session looks at the challenges and
outcomes of the project and shares this expertise with fellow charities. We are also expanding our Collect In
Store model and a new delivery service that allows larger two man product to be purchased with some level of
automation.
Session outcomes:
• If you are selling in the online world, how do you progress to the next level? Sell from shop, sell from a central
location of both?
• Selling a large item from the shop and store sounds easy, but how do you help the customer send that
purchase from Aberdeen to Brighton?

A7: Community
How charity shops can support people experiencing financial crisis WORKSHOP
Sarah Cox, Charity Shop Gift Card, Rose Doran, Local Government Association and George Dunstall, The
Children’s Society
As a result of the pandemic, huge numbers of people are experiencing financial crisis, homelessness and
domestic abuse. We look at how the innovation of The Charity Shop Gift Card can provide welfare assistance
by way of white goods, homewares and clothing, whilst giving service users autonomy over their purchases.
We are joined by experts from the Local Government Association and The Children’s Society to examine how
welfare assistance funding works and developments in that field. We also look at the how councils can benefit
from the social value of using The Charity Shop Gift card over the alternatives.
Session outcomes:
• An understanding of how local government helps individuals requiring emergency funds
• The type of funds and how they are disbursed by local government
• How the Charity Shop Gift Card will provide a compelling alternative to the current approaches whilst helping
charities
• The social value benefits of charity shops and why this is important to all stakeholders

A8: Essential
Creating healthy workplaces with digital interventions
Cliff Lee, retailTRUST

WORKSHOP

The digital revolution within wellbeing has begun, Retail Trust is leading the way with its Wellness hub. What are
the benefits of digital support, and how can digital resources provide those accessing support with the relevant
engaging content to meet the needs of a workforce in the ever-changing retail landscape.
Session outcomes:
Understanding:
• What digital interventions are
• benefits of early intervention
• How digital interventions can support employees with self-care approaches
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Focus sessions
Key: Large and national retail chains

Senior managers and key decision makers
Frontline staff, shop managers, area managers
Small retail operations
Hospice content

Suitable for all

Focus Session B: Thursday 9 September 1.45pm – 2.45pm

B1: Sustainability
The conscious connection
Speaker TBC

WORKSHOP

Retail as a whole has undergone a seismic shift toward implementing sustainable strategies and marketing
their brand values and ethics. This is largely influenced by changes in customer mindset regarding conscious
consumption. In this session we will look at the key behavioural changes in shopping habits and see the
opportunities for charity retail to engage with this area of customer demand.

B2: Brand and marketing
Innovating customer experience and manager autonomy at Lush
Nicola Carass and Katie Nugent, Lush

WORKSHOP

This session will share insights into how Lush harness the skills and expertise of every store manager to deliver
on a hyper-local, marketing and brand building strategy.
Session outcomes:
• How to achieve high alignment and maximum autonomy at Manager level
• How we aim to make a memory making experience for every customer at Lush
• How to innovate customer experience using the expertise of your strongest Managers.

B3: Strategy
The future of ecommerce 2022-2025
Barry Moles, Skyline Business Services

MASTERCLASS

COVID-19 has accelerated the changing consumer shopping habits but what will retail, e-commerce and
especially charity retail e-commerce be like in the next few years? What should charity retailers be focused on
to get ahead of the curve? We will be covering technology, efficiencies of scale and challenges as well as the
evolving consumer shopping habits plus what mainstream retailers will be doing.
Session outcomes:
• Increased understanding of the opportunities and challenges within charity retail e-commerce.
• Increased understanding of what retailers will be doing.
• Improved understanding of some of the technology that is going to become part of e-commerce in the future
and how it will affect charity retailers directly and indirectly.

B4: Operations
Trading in the new normal
Tracey Morrison, Shelter

WORKSHOP

Join this workshop to hear how trading has been adapted over the last 18 months in response to COVID-19 and
the plans we’ve got for the coming months to ensure trading remains strong. We’ll also discuss what the future
could look like for charity retail and how we’ll be rising to this challenge.
• Creativity
• Problem solving
• Critical thinking
• Leadership
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B5: People management
Engaging Gen-Z – how to involve younger volunteers
Celia Abbott, Royal Trinity Hospice

WORKSHOP

Find out how you can adapt your volunteer offer for Gen-Z and Millennial volunteers, finding out their passions,
harnessing their talents and making the most of their time.
Session outcomes:
• Understand who we mean by Gen-Z
• Understand the motivations of Gen-Z and younger volunteers
• Understand how a volunteering offer can be tailored to meet the needs of Gen-Z and younger volunteers

B6: Ecommerce
How to generate revenue online with ‘brand new’ sustainable products
Gordon Glenister, Creative Apparel

WORKSHOP

Creative Apparel collaborated with Barnardo’s to bring a new clothing brand to market with the charity
receiving 15% on every sale. All the products are sustainable with a strong consumer message – Buying with
Purpose. Consumers love the quality the message and know they are helping making an impact to Barnardo’s
Session outcomes:
• Showing why digital e-commerce needs to be core for charity income generation
• Working with suppliers to create new product collaborations away from the charity store can build
incremental donors
• Working with a supplier all the way with regular meetings and contributions can make a long term partnership
flourish

B8: Essential
TRUST – protecting your reputation by only working with reputable recyclers
Jonathan Mail, Charity Retail Association

DISCUSSION GROUP

Join our three speakers, Jill Sansom from Salvation Army Trading Company, Dawn Dungate from East London
Textiles and David Roman from British Heart Foundation and Chair of TRUST for this workshop. This session will
introduce the new, TRUST, certification scheme for all those merchants who buy stock from charity retailers.
To achieve certification, merchants are required to undergo a robust audit to prove that they are trading
lawfully and responsibly in every area of their business. The session will highlight the dangers of working with
merchants who are not meeting even the most basic labour, health and safety and environmental requirements
and why this new certification process is necessary.
Session outcomes:
• An understanding of what can go wrong when selling stock to recycling merchants who are failing to meet
basic safety and ethical standards or legal requirements
• An understanding of what the TRUST certification process covers
• Recognising the business case for only selling unsold stock to TRUST certified recycling merchants
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Focus sessions
Key: Large and national retail chains

Senior managers and key decision makers
Frontline staff, shop managers, area managers
Small retail operations
Hospice content

Suitable for all

Focus Session C: Thursday 9 September 3.30pm – 4.30pm

C1: Sustainability
Second-hand fashion: the key role charity shops play in providing an alternative to fast fashion
WORKSHOP

Enedina Columbano, TRAID
The charity retail sector is one of the biggest contributors to keeping clothes in use for longer providing a
genuine alternative to buying new on our high streets, and increasingly, online. This session uses TRAID’s
work to mainstream second-hand fashion as our starting point to explore the public’s changing perceptions of
second-hand, the positive socio-environmental impacts of sourcing more of our clothes second-hand and the
charity sector’s role in providing the public with a sustainable, ethical, and creative alternative to fast fashion.
Session outcomes:
• Unpacking the vital role of charity shops play in reducing waste and increasing the market for second-hand
clothes.
• Understanding the socio-environmental benefits of second-hand and how to communicate this to
stakeholders, both internally and externally.
• Learning practical actions to showcase second-hand stock to encourage customers to source more of their
wardrobes from charity shops instead of new.

C2: Brand and marketing
Branding storytelling through retail design
Andrea Robinett, Design4retail

MASTERCLASS

There has been a significant shift in the purpose of physical retail with successful brand strategies identifying
that retail is no longer just a distribution channel. We will use our breadth of agency experience to offer insight
on innovations driving significant changes, large and small, across the whole spectrum of retail. Brands are reimagining customer service, leveraging digital as never before, transforming the experiential elements of retail,
and investing in dynamic, interactive spaces. We will discuss how these link to the wider commerce landscape
for modern customers, and how the core pillar of community can be evoked through retail environments.
Session outcomes:
• The retail landscape now and looking forward- how retail is recovering through emotion, empathy, and
experience.
• How these factors can be key to successful brand storytelling at physical retail.
• How physical retail fits into a wider brand and commerce landscape.
• Utilising physical retail to build connection; designing co-collaboratively with the community for successful
stories.

C3: Strategy
Retail trends MASTERCLASS
Alastair Lockhart, Savvy Marketing
We will provide insights into the shopper mindset and their priorities, based on Savvy’s latest research findings.
Building on this, we will look at the trends set to shape the retail market over the next couple of years. We will
look specifically at the implications for charity shops and consider some of the opportunities.
Session outcomes:
• Insight into the shopper’s mindset
• An overview of the big issues shaping the retail landscape
• The big trends to watch out for
• The implications and opportunities for the charity shop sector
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C4: Operations
Growing your small chain WORKSHOP
Vicki Burnett, The Charity Retail Consultancy
This workshop will consider whether now is a good time to consider expanding your retail operation and how
you might go about doing it, including looking at the risks and benefits of being a larger chain.
Session outcomes:
• Knowing when is a good time to grow
• Knowing what you need to consider before expanding your chain
• Understanding the risks and benefits of being a larger chain
• What pitfalls to look out for when growing your chain

C5: People management
Implementing a retail people strategy
Nat Kidd, Acorns Children’s Hospice

WORKSHOP

If people are your greatest asset, what are you doing about it? This session will outline how Acorns Children’s
Hospice, successfully developed, implemented and continue to learn from their 3-year Retail People Strategy.
By outlining a strategy that implemented changes to Leadership and culture, training and development,
pay and benefits, recruitment, talent management, training and development, performance standards and
volunteering, we will look at the means to and outcomes of driving people centered cultural and procedural
change within charity retail.
Session outcomes:
• Delivering a people strategy
• Changing your culture
• Driving change
• Adaptability

C6: Ecommerce
Re-commerce and Gen-Z
TBC, Depop

WORKSHOP

In this session, Depop will provide an overview on the for-profit resale space and the role it plays within Gen-Z’s
consumer behaviors. In addition, we’ll discuss how for profit and nonprofit sectors can join forces to diversify
charities’ ecommerce strategy.
Session outcomes:
• Overview on Gen-Z, their preferences, and shopping behaviour
• Leveraging consumer demand data to inform e-commerce strategy
• Introduction of the Depop platform as an additional channel to reach Gen-Z
• Advice and tips for setting up a successful Depop shop provided by a charity already selling on Depop

C8: Essential
Looking after the personal safety of your people
Terry Streather, Oakwood Training

WORKSHOP

Abusive incidents toward shop workers have doubled since the outbreak of COVID-19. Being threatened or
assaulted is not a part of anyone’s job, it’s a serious risk to people’s physical and mental health. During this
session we’ll look at practical actions you can put into practice straight away to look after the personal safety
of your people when faced with violence and aggression. We’ll explore the new threats in retail – including
controlling entry, managing queues, face coverings and how to manage conflict when mental ill health may be a
factor. We’ll also look at practical tips for safer lone working.
Session outcomes:
As well as this interactive session providing practical actions that you can put into practice straight away, you’ll
get additional resources that can be shared with your teams.
• How to identify personal safety risks and what to do about them
• Lone working safety tips
• How to dynamically risk assess situations, including the impact of drink, drugs and mental ill-health when
managing conflict
• How to diffuse and de-escalate situations of violence and aggression
• Understanding how our attitude and communication style can affect situations
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Focus sessions
Key: Large and national retail chains

Senior managers and key decision makers
Frontline staff, shop managers, area managers
Small retail operations
Hospice content

Suitable for all

Focus Session D: Friday 10 September, 9.30am – 10.30am

D1: Sustainability
Twist the lens on operations for a sustainable future
Liz Clarke, Douglas McMillan Hospice

WORKSHOP

This session explores the importance of making time to twist the lens on your operating model, taking
into account sustainability and what this realistically means for the future of retail and income generation
collaboration at the local level.
Session outcomes:
• Environmental, social and economic impacts of introducing paperless systems for communications, stock
management, receiving fundraising donations and mandatory training for staff/volunteers.
• Examples of streamlining logistics and maximizing recycling channels through an inhouse central Recycling/
Service Centre
• How the shop network can be better utilised to tell your story and maximise income generating activities at
the hyper local level

D3: Strategy
The future of the high street and meeting customer needs
Paul Langston, CACI and Georgina Evans, Crisis

MASTERCLASS

How have consumer attitudes and behaviours changed as a result of the pandemic and how is this likely to
impact charity retailers? Find out what steps should charity retailers should take to address these changes, and
hear from Crisis in how they’re adapting to meet this changing world.
Session outcomes:
• Key changes in consumer attitudes & behaviours
• Key steps charity retailers should take to address the changes
• Practical examples from one of the UK’s leading charities

D4: Operations
The journey of rapid charity chain expansion WORKSHOP
Chris White, National Council for the Blind of Ireland (NCBI)
NCBI has grown from 60 shops to 131 shops from 2015 to 2021. This rapid expansion has led to huge income
increases for NCBI, increased brand awareness, increased staff, volunteers and risks. This session explores
the value of expanding versus the risk of expansion and then linking it how we did it, mistakes we made and
learning from it.
Session outcomes: .
• The value of grow, why a national large chain has been good for NCBI
• How have we achieved the rapid growth
• Key partnerships to achieve growth
• Marketing of a larger chain v a smaller chain
• Risk appetite for the board
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D5: People management
A roadmap to an inclusive culture WORKSHOP
Rebecca Armstrong, Sparkle Development and Kit Lendon, Blue Cross
A practical and interactive session focused on a real life case study of the journey towards an inclusive culture.
Delivering a blend of practical background information as well as insight into a real life journey to building an
inclusive culture. Session outcomes:
• Key foundations needed to enable building an inclusive culture
• Facilitating difficult conversations about diversity
• A structured approach to ensuring employees voices are heard in this work.
• Delivering the plan from the employees up (rather than it being an HR ‘initiative’)
• Opportunity to ask questions.

D6: Ecommerce
Ecommerce expansion WORKSHOP
Andrew David, St Peter & St James Hospice
Talk about how the charity expanded from selling on one online platform to 5 and are looking to add more.
We’ve gone from a 1250sq ft warehouse to a 12,000sq ft one. The pandemic showed us how important online
selling was as we were able to keep it running throughout lockdowns.
Session outcomes:
• Going from a small to large space, how to make the space work efficiently
• Selling the right item on the right platform
• Hiring through the governments Kickstart scheme
• Using new goods to supplement donated goods

D7: Community
Hyper localism and Emmaus community engagement
Tony Stephenson and Mark Johnson, Emmaus UK

WORKSHOP

In the UK, the Emmaus federation operates 29 community homes offering up 850 beds whilst running 86
charity retail outlets. During the session will aim to demonstrate how integrating ourselves fully within the
communities in which we work has reaped benefits not only for our sales performance but also the lives of the
local people we serve.
Session outcomes:
• Who to contact in your local areas to help expand your network?
• The importance of solidarity
• Being brave is not the same as being foolish.
• The importance of being different.

D8: Essential
Growing Gift Aid for charities of all sizes
Michael Fleming, Nisyst

DISCUSSION GROUP

Discussion of new challenges & opportunities to boost Gift Aid revenue. Review some of the approaches taken
by our customers, the gains they have made and obstacles they have overcome. Solutions in use include Gift
Aid on rags, tablet Gift Aid, sign-up on collections and single-scan barcodes, and how users engaged their staff/
volunteers in the rollout in order to guarantee success.
Session outcomes:
• Insight into Gift Aid currently going unclaimed in your charity
• Success stories to show where it might be worthwhile expanding current Gift Aid processes
• Learn about available technology and services that can aid you in boosting Gift Aid
• Direct success stories from charities implementing the solutions we speak about, who understand the
challenges & have overcome them
• Overview of how Gift Aid can be driven forward, be it via new processes in a single shop or a major tech
rollout across an estate of hundreds
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How to book
To book, please follow the link: REGISTER HERE

Conference and Exhibition (Thursday accommodation only) tickets
Cost

Member residential ticket

£399 plus VAT

Member non-residential ticket

£351 plus VAT

Non-member residential ticket

£699 plus VAT

Non-member non-residential ticket

£651 plus VAT

Member virtual ticket

£199 plus VAT

Non-member virtual ticket

£250 plus VAT

If you wish to book Wednesday night accommodation, the accommodation prices are:

Wednesday night accommodation tickets

Cost

Wednesday Bed and Breakfast, Student Halls

£55.50 plus VAT

Wednesday Bed and Breakfast, Orchard Hotel

£84 plus VAT

If you wish to upgrade from standard, en-suite room in student halls of residence, the prices are:

Thursday night accommodation upgrade
Orchard Hotel, single occupancy

Cost
£28.50 plus VAT

Pre-conference social
We are running an additional free event on Wednesday evening where you can network with
colleagues and peers alike over drinks and a buffet meal. Please see page five for further details.
There will be a photographer at the event; the pictures taken may be used in our promotional
materials. If you do not wish to have your photograph taken, make it known to the photographer on
the day. Details of our privacy policy can be found on our website.
Details of our cancellation policy can be found at www.charityretail.org.uk

Charity Retail Association
Telephone: 0300 030 1088
Email: mail@charityretail.org.uk
Website: www.charityretail.org.uk

Twitter: @CharityRetail
Instagram: @charityretailassociation
Facebook: @charityretailassociation
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